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Ken Lockley's Glen Class Tug in
Progress.

Ron Hillsden on Sources for Plans. Edward White on the Battle of the
Atlantic, The Fight to the End.

Plus: How to fit prop shafts. How to contribute to the Club
Website. And, unfortunately, what isn't going to happen.

Stay safe and well, it will pass.
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Ron has a lot of stuff to tell you
this month, so I have transferred it to Page 3.

Edward.

2020 Executive Committee

President: Ron Hillsden 4795760
VicePres: Dave Nelson 8121942
Secretary: Elgin Smith 3840574
Treasurer: Mike Creasy 8884860
Director @ Large: Ken Lockley 4775830
Binnacle Editor: Edward White 3856068
Quartermaster: Vacant
City Liaison: Mike Claxton 4796367
Membership: Bev Andrews 4792761

All above area code (250)

ON THE RADAR

Upcoming Events

With the coronavirus issue, all club events are
cancelled until further notice.
Take very good care of yourselves and others
around you. Hope to see you all, super
healthy and with all kinds of modelling plans,
very soon.

Meetings: Second Thursday 7:309:30
St. Peter's Anglican Church, Lakehill

3939 St. Peter's Road
Upcoming meeting: None till further
notice.

Sundays 911
Harrison Model Yacht Pond (HMYP)
Dallas Road at Government Street
Pond is closed till crisis is over.

LANGFORD LAKE
Wednesdays 9:30
Langford Lake, Leigh Rd. at Trillium
Still open, and room to keep your social
distancing.
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President's Message for April 2020.

Who could have anticipated that the world would be hit with a massive virus that has had such

a negative impact on most things we do? By now, you will know that our regular monthly meetings are

canceled. The park at Harrison Pond is closed and our Parks Permit is canceled until further notice.

Please respect that decision. We will be monitoring the situation and get things rolling again when the

Health Officials give a green light.

I have some suggestions to help with the boredom. I know many of us are not internet savvy

guys, we like to do hands on stuff. You have time for more modeling now, but you also have time to

do some internet stuff.

The first is our own webpage: https://vmss.ca/ Look around , you can’t break it. Have a look

at the blog and also the archive of most of the Binnacles. The is plenty of reading there. The links will

take you to some interesting places.

The second is Rick Gonder’s Facebook page Victoria Model Boat Building . Rick has built a

world wide group of contributors and the discussions are interesting and informative.

Another suggestion is to “Google” (that's what internet users call searching with the Google

search engine) the name of the ship you have or want to model. You will probably be astounded at

the amount of information and pictures that are returned.

I am also informed that the pier at Langford Lake is still open and wide enough for social

distancing. Some of our members meet there Wednesday mornings to float their boats.

Sadly. this is the first year in a very long time that we will not be holding a tribute to the Battle of

the Atlantic on the first Sunday in May, The Battle of the Atlantic is important to us, and all Canadians,

because Canada played a central role in escorting merchant ships to the UK. The longest battle in

World War 2, it defined the Royal Canadian Navy. The cost in lives and ships and aircraft was great.

Some of our past members were survivors of the Battle of the Atlantic.

I thank our hard working editor Edward, and his contributors, for the Binnacle. The Binnacle

has always helped to keep us together. It will probably be the most important unifying factor for our

club this year as more events are canceled.

Stay safe out there.

Ron
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Victoria Model Shipbuilding Society

General Meeting Minutes March 12, 2020

Welcome: Call to order at 7:30 pm with 17 members present. No New Members or Guests

Outreach: Barry Fox passed away, members were aware already.

Old Business

Committees: Assets  Dave North working on inventory of club assets, will need members to

decide what to keep when inventory done so we can figure out storage requirements

Committees: Club Ship Plans deferred until Mike Claxton finishes moving

Committees: Awards and Trophies, and Education and Entertainment need volunteers

Upcoming Events

March 22 Springer Soccer * Terry Gerard

April meeting Warship theme night and discussion Powell and Denton Cups

April 18 Maritime Museum Garage Sale  Odgen Point docks

May 3 Battle of Atlantic tribute and Powell and Denton Cups

May meeting – motors and electronics

New Business

none

Show and Tell

One Stormforce sailboat sold

Keith Linquist showed a model tug probably made in

the 1950’s. Very deluxe for its time. Keith was hoping to get

answers to some questions.

Harold Lacy updated the progress on his model.

Break

Entertainment

Three experienced modellers demonstrated how they

install shafts, motors and rudders in their models.

Jim Cox used a fibreglass surfacing putty to fix his shaft into a

fibreglass hull. When it cures, he will seat the motor with silicone putty. This is

possible because he uses a solid link between the shaft and the motor.
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Ken Lockley laminated his keel leaving a slot in the

centre core for the shaft. His hull was framed upside down on a

solid jig, but not planked. The motor, shaft and rudder are all

installed before planking so Ken can see and work more easily.

A tip from Ken – if you make the rudder of plywood it is easy to

make it symmetrical by sanding the plys the same on both

sides.

Mike Creasy drilled a hole through the keel for his shaft. He used a

specialty model boat splined connection between the shaft and motor. Mike built

his hull keel down without a traditional jig, then built an engine room floor for the

motor. Again, this was installed before planking.

Roundtable

No round table topics tonight as there was a lot of discussion in the

entertainment presentations.

Socialization

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jim Cox's Bluenose hull on
sea trials at Langford Lake

last week.

Jim commented

"Funny how it shrinks when
you put it in water!"
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Ship Plans

by Ron Hillsden

By no means an exhaustive list of sources for ships plans, but it is a starting point for research

into finding any plan you need. A fee is usually charged which is fair as most museums need those

funds to continue operation.

Almost every city in BC has a museum or archives which may have photos or drawings you will

need to make a model. The owners or crew of operating vessels also may provide information.

Robert Allan Ltd. designed many BC ships and launches. They provide design documentation

to modellers for any vessels which are more than twenty years old. The fee is $150 CAD (including

tax) for a set of modelbuilding plans. As part of their ongoing commitment to support the Vancouver

Maritime Museum (VMM), these monies are donated to the VMM without any deduction

https://ral.ca/infoformodellers/

The Maritime Museum of BC has an online list of plans in their collection.

https://mmbc.bc.ca/collections/libraryandarchives__trashed/research/

CFB Esquimalt Naval and Military Museum has an extensive collection of drawings of West

Coast naval vessels. The list is online:

https://navalandmilitarymuseum.org/archives/projects/shipsplans/

The Vancouver Maritime Museum has a searchable database.

https://www.vancouvermaritimemuseum.com/education/archives

Russel Brothers was a Great Lakes shipbuilder. Some plans are available for free download,

including the first Ville and Glen class naval tugs.

http://www.russelbrothers.ca/blueprints.html

Vanguard Model Marine Ships Plans are model makers plans which were carefully researched

and drawn using official naval plans and information from Public Archives. Ships are WW2 and cold

war Canadian naval and government vessels.

https://thehobbycentre.myshopify.com/pages/vanguard

Library and Public Archives Canada has many ship drawings, but it is an exercise in patience

to find what you want. The good news is that there is now a collections search function that appears

to work quite well.

http://www.baclac.gc.ca/eng/collectionsearch/Pages/collectionsearch.aspx.

Ron H.
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Battle of the Atlantic Part 7

The Fight to the End.

With the benefit of almost 80 years of hindsight, I can identify the beginning of the end of the

greatest sea battle of all with ease. From March to May 1943, the action peaked, and from then on

the passage from North America became steadily safer and easier, and the tonnage moved steadily

increased. But that wasn't what the combatants saw and felt at the time.

For the allies, the loss of 476,000 tons of shipping in March, seemed to show the Uboats with

their wolf pack tactics, could block the lifeline completely, and the fear that subsequent convoys could

suffer even greater losses was close and present. For Germany, the destruction of a quarter of the

submarine force in May was a terrible blow, but new boats were being built faster than ever, and

surely, after a pause, a change of tactics or an improved technology could bring back the Uboats'

supremacy.

When Doenitz pulled back his forces in June 1943, they had hit 2,805 merchantmen and 120

warships. By the end of the war, they were to hit another 402 merchantmen and 142 warships. Up to

that point, 256 Uboats had been sunk, and another 512 were to be sunk by war's end. There was

lots of grief for both sides yet to share!

The greatest limitation of the type 7 and

type 9 Uboats was their low underwater speed

and endurance. If the defenders of a convoy

could force a submarine to submerge, then

there was a very good chance that the convoy

could slip away out of sight, and the submarine could not regain contact. And if these boats could

not cover the long distances to the combat area on the surface, then their operational time was

severely reduced.

The Allies now had very long range Liberator aircraft

equipped with the new centimetric radar operational from

Aldergrove, Northern Ireland, and more were to arrive in

Newfoundland a few months later. Coastal Command in Britain

had more long range aircraft with the new radar and the Leigh

light operating over the Bay of Biscay, harrying the Uboats on

their way to and from the French bases. And escort carriers were

becoming available with Avengers and Wildcats to reinforce the

convoy escorts. The midAtlantic "air gap" was being closed.
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When Doenitz resumed the wolf pack campaign in September, it was in a much more difficult and

dangerous theatre for the submarines, and their effectiveness was much lower.

This was illustrated by the resumed wolfpack campaign of the fall of 1943. First was the battle

between the combined convoys ONS18 and ON202, Liverpool to Halifax, and the patrol

group/wolfpack Leuthen, the first of Doenitz's new campaign. Leuthen had 22 Uboats equipped with

new weapons in the form of the Zounkonig torpedo, an acoustic torpedo designed to home in on the

propeller noise of the escorts. They also had new receivers that could detect the Allied radar at long

range, and decoy balloons designed to mislead that same radar. Six additional boats were on their

way from Norway and Germany to reinforce Leuthen.

By the 18th of September Leuthen had its patrol line strung out south of Greenland, waiting for

the two westbound convoys, which were heavily escorted and about 100 miles apart. The German

plan was for Leuthen to destroy the westbound convoys and then wait to attack two eastbound

convoys that were due shortly afterwards. Western Command caught wind of Leuthen, and ordered

the two convoys to close together with their escorts, and another escort group, support group 9, to

join them. Altogether 65 merchantmen were escorted by 19 warships, facing at least 21 Uboats.

So, on the 19th. U270 spotted the front of the convoy, sent a sighting report, and attacked the

frigate Lagan with one of its acoustic torpedoes. Lagan lost its stern and 29 crew killed, and in the

attempted counterattack, the destroyer Escapade was damaged by a misfire from her Hedgehog. U

270 escaped unharmed, but both damaged escorts were forced to detach and return to base.

The remainder of Leuthen were closing during the day of the 19th, but were spotted by air

patrols. U341 was sunk by a Liberator from 19 squadron RCAF, and U338 was damaged by another

Liberator from 120 squadron RAF. U338 was later sunk by the corvette Drumheller. By nightfall U

260 attacked the convoy, but got no hits, and U238 sank one merchantman and damaged another.

The damaged ship fell out of the convoy and was later sunk by U645. The following evening, the

20/21, a dozen Uboats were in contact and they sank the destroyer St. Croix and the corvette

Polyanthus. The frigate Itchen picked up 82 survivors from these two ships.

By the 23rd. the convoys reached the Grand Banks, where fog added to the confusion. 3

further merchantmen were sunk by U238, and U952 sank one and damaged another. Tragically U

666 sank Itchen and there were only 3 survivors from her combined crews.

But claims by radio led German headquarters to believe that 12 escorts and 9 merchantmen

had been sunk and another two damaged, and they ordered Leuthen to break off, believing the

operation a great success. Actually the totals were 3 escorts and 6 merchantmen sunk, and another

2 ships damaged. And the Uboats had lost 3, and 3 damaged and forced to return to base.

Both sides were spoiling for another fight, and the remaining 12 Leuthen boats were joined by

9 newcomers to form Rossbach. American intelligence had got details of the new torpedoes from a

captured German petty officer, and quickly produced "Foxer", a pair of noisemakers to be towed on a

bar astern of an escort and divert the torpedo to explode harmlessly. Rossbach was attacked by air
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patrols as it was forming, four boats were destroyed, and another four damaged and forced to return

to base. By 6th October Rossbach was in position, with fourteen Uboats, but Enigma decrypts along

with the aircraft successes gave Western Approaches Command an accurate location.

Western Command decided to divert the high speed convoy, HX 259 to the south, out of

harm's way, but to reinforce the escort for the slow convoy SC143, and to send it right into the lion's

mouth. SC 143 had 39 merchantmen and 8 escorts, together with the Merchant Aircraft Carrier,

Rapana. The reinforcing group, was four more destroyers. The convoy was spotted by U731, which

had been damaged by air attack and was returning to base, on 8th. October. By that evening 7

Rossbach boats had gathered and U645 torpedoed and sank Yorkmar, and U378 hit the Polish

destroyer Orkan, which sank with the loss of 157 men. But during the day U419, U643, and U610

were all sunk by aircraft, and U539 and U762 were damaged and forced to return to base. German

command called off the attack and formed a new group from the remaining 6 boats and

reinforcements codenamed Schlieffen.

Schlieffen's target was two eastbound convoys, ONS 20 and ON 206. Western Approaches

Command again decided to seek battle, and joined both convoys and their escorts with Escort Group

B7. It total there were 114 merchant ships, 10 destroyers, one frigate, and 7 corvettes. Schlieffen

attacked on the night of 15/16 October, but were driven off. U844 was damaged. Then, with daylight

on the 16th., the long range aircraft joined the battle and sank 3 Uboats. The Essex Lance,

straggling from the convoy, was sunk by U426.

The Uboats attacked again with nightfall, but again with no success, and on the 17th. U540

was sunk by Liberators, U631 by HMS Sunflower, and U841 by HMS Byard. Six Uboats had been

lost for only one merchantman sunk.

But BdU, the German Uboat Command, still believed in the apparent success of the Leuthen

group, and reformed yet again the new group Siegfried. Seven boats from Schlieffen and eleven new

boats from France and Germany. Siegfried attempted an attack on convoy ON 207, but with no

success and the loss of three Uboats. At the same time Siegfried's refuelling group was itself under

attack from two USN Hunter/Killer groups centred on the escort carriers USS Block Island and USS

Card. Three more Uboats were destroyed in that action, for the loss of one destroyer. ON 207 went

right on through to New York without a single loss.

BdU was realizing that it's new tactics and weapons were not getting results, it split Siegfried

into three subgroups to try to cover a wider area, and kept the boats out there through November and

December, but they failed to produce a single result, and they gave up on any serious further attempt

on the Atlantic convoys.

Doenitz, in consultation with Hitler, now realized that without a much faster submarine, all he

could hope to do in the Atlantic was to keep the threat going so that the Allies would be forced to

continue to expend huge efforts in the protection of the convoys. At the same time he would need to

prepare his force to help repel the now inevitable invasion of Europe. He pulled the Uboats back

towards the European coast and pinned his hopes on the new technologies that were being

developed.
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That same fall, the last major surface threat to allied merchant shipping was eliminated. The

two remaining German capital ships, Tirpitz and Scharnhorst, were then stationed in Norway as a

major threat to the Arctic convoys. And in September they had sortied together to bombard allied

positions in Spitzbergen. On the 22nd. September Tirpitz was successfully attacked by miniature

submarines and disabled until repairs were completed the following April. Scharnhorst was engaged

in exercises on that day and missed the attack planned on her, but in December Scharnhorst sortied

again to try to attack a convoy. She

was caught by British naval patrols and,

in the Battle of the North Cape on 26th.

December, she was sunk by HMS Duke

of York and her escorts. British naval

power could now be released from

covering the threat of those two

battleships, and used elsewhere to help

the invasion plans.

The Canadian Fort and Park shipbuilding program and the U.S. Liberty ships were now flat out,

and there were more than enough merchant ships to carry not only Britain's basic needs, but to

support the buildup of material and personnel in Britain, and to support Russia. The planning of

Germany's and Japan's final defeat could start.

Doenitz's new technologies came too little and too late. They were formidable, but getting

them into production was a slow process, and hampered by the allied air bombing attacks on German

industry. Perhaps the best known of these was the Snorkel, a double tube that poked up like a

periscope and carried air into the sub and diesel exhaust out. Using this allowed the submarine to

stay submerged and still use her powerful diesel engines for propulsion. The Dutch had been

experimenting in 1938 with a pipe system and had equipped their O21 class submarines with it.

When Germany defeated the Netherlands in 1940, they captured O25 and O26 with the technology.

As the Uboat losses mounted in early 1943, Germany started experiments with the snorkel in the

Baltic with U58, and then began to retrofit it on the type 7's and type 9's and design it into the

coming type 21's and 23's. Snorkels reached operational use in early 1944, and by June 1944 about

half the boats in the French bases had snorkels.

But the early snorkels were not a gamechanger. The submerged submarine was limited to

around 6 knots to avoid damaging the tubes, and running the diesel engines while submerged

rendered the subs hydrophones useless. They also had automatic valves to prevent seawater from

being sucked into the engines, but these valves caused partial vacuums inside the boats, extreme

pain for the crews and even damaged eardrums. So they didn't solve the strategic issue of

underwater speed.

That was the promise of the designs of the type 21's and type 23's. Germany had been

experimenting with new designs based around a hydrogen peroxide fuelled turbine engine. These

were to be fitted in a streamlined hull and were supposed to produce a speed of 30 knots. But the

hydrogen peroxide engine had too many engineering problems to be solved. The hull designs,
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though, were taken over and there was room for a new electric underwater propulsion system with

larger battery banks that could produce an underwater speed of 17 knots, enough to outrun most

convoy escorts. To get these into production, Doenitz had to compete with the German army for steel

supplies needed to replace tanks lost in Russia. Doenitz got Albert Speer, the Armaments Minister

on side with a production plan by Otto Merker, a production engineer appointed by Speer. This relied

on prefabricating the new submarines in eight sections at inland locations close to the steel

foundries. The sections would be shipped by canal or river to the coast where they would be united

with much of their internal machinery, and then finally to the shipyards for assembly and finishing.

Merker believed he could achieve a production rate of 30 boats a month, and deliver the first of these

new supersubs in the spring of 1944.

But in fact, the first type 21 was not

delivered to the Kriegsmarine till June 1944,

and the Allies were landing in Normandy.

The Red Army was pushing westward,

threatening Danzig, and Allied air forces,

alerted to the threat of the type 21's were

bombing their production facilities and the

canals that were moving the sub

assemblies. Merker actually managed to

deliver 80 boats by the end of 1944, but by

then the French bases had been overrun, most remaining Uboats had been shifted to Norway, and

the Battle of the Bulge was underway on land. In the last three months of 1944, only 14

merchantmen were sunk in the Atlantic, and 55 Uboats were lost. The new boats were indeed

formidable, individually they were very successful in evading antisubmarine forces, but there were

never enough of them in service to make a significant difference.

There are many, many stories yet to tell, but I want to finish this series of articles at this point.

Effectively, the Battle of the Atlantic was over. Here's the dreadful summary.

It took 5 years, 8 months and 5 days, from Sept. 3, 1939, to May 8, 1945.

On the Allied side, the cost was 36,200 naval seamen, and 36,000 merchant seamen. 3,500

merchant vessels, 175 warships, and 741 aircraft. 4,600 of those lives were Canadian.

From Germany 30,000 Uboat sailors killed, 783 submarines sunk, 47 surface ships, and from

Italy, around 500 killed and 17 submarines lost.

May nothing like it ever happen again.

As an epilogue, I want to show you a couple of the pictures I was sent by Roy Cheers, from

Ontario, this week. I didn't know this, but the basement of Derby House, in Liverpool, which was the

heavily reinforced concrete bunker that housed Western Approaches Command, has been restored

as the Western Approaches Museum.
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Here is a picture of the actual room in which Horton directed those convoy battles, with its giant

blackboard map and Wrens plotting the movements. I was surprised by my own emotional reaction

on first seeing this picture. If you have any remaining wish to visit England when this coronavirus

problem is behind us, surely one of your stops should be there.

A map in the museum
illustrating the Canadian part
in the Battle.
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Contributing to the VMSS website.

Please take the time to read this through, and see if it stirs your interest.

At its most basic, an article on the website is words and pictures. So, if there is any way you

can get your words and/or pictures to me, I will find a way to get them onto the site. My postal address

is 2062533 Dowler Place, Victoria, B.C. V8T 4H7. I will welcome handwritten notes on the back of a

photograph or on paper with a diagram. It may take time, but I will get them published. I might need

to phone you to clarify something, but it will get done.

The next step up is if you can type fast enough that you don't die of frustration, you have a

computer, and you can take a photograph and get it onto your computer.

ALL! computers have a simple program called a text editor. Microsoft Windows has Notepad

and Wordpad, Mac has TextEdit, and Linux has Gedit. I am using Gedit at this moment. These will

let you type words, numbers, and punctuation in, check the spelling if you want, and save them as a

document on your computer in the form of a text file (This is going to be "Contribution.txt" in my

Desktop/Newsletter/2020/April 2020 folder.) They do not do a lot of the fancy stuff that a word

processor will do, so they are simpler to learn and use. If you are more used to using a word

processor like Microsoft Word, then you'll find it can save your words as a text file if you use the File

Save As option. If you do that, don't bother with a lot of fancy stuff in the word processor because the

text file will simply ignore it. A text file is simply that, text. No fonts or font sizes, no tables, columns,

or pictures, just the text.

ALL! computers can process pictures from a digital camera to save them as Jpeg files,

(normally .jpg or .JPG. You can rename the picture files to make them more descriptive, jimstug.jpg,

is easier to find than P20200406103126.jpg, which is typical of what comes out of my cellphone

camera.

These two file forms, text and jpegs, are very basic to all computers, and so they are very

simple to load into the website software. If, in the text file, you want to add a bracket and the photo

file name in capitals, (JIMSTUG.JPG) I will know that you want to put that picture next to that piece of

text, and can do it. Otherwise I will put the pictures where it makes sense to me.

So then, go to your email programme and send me an email with the text file and the picture

files attached. I will put it onto the website with the general look of the other articles in "Our Blog and

Content". I will register you as an "author" on the website, and send you a password and the way to

put stuff on directly yourself, if you ever want to. But you don't have to. Just sending me text and

jpeg files will always be enough.

But if you enjoy using your word processor or other software, and controlling the look of what
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you produce more closely, we have a couple of options.

Firstly, I can and will give any VMSS member direct access to the website as an author so you

can type your stuff right on the website, add any pictures when and where you want, save your work

as a draft untill you are ready to publish it, and change it at any time that you want to. Your work will

be published by the website with the same general "look" as other articles and pages. I have written

an article on the website introducing people to how this works. It's titled "Getting into Writing on the

VMSS Website". Use your web browser (Explorer) to go to www.vmss.ca, go to "Our Blog and

Content" and type "Getting into" in the search block. The full title will come up in Blue, click on that

and you'll get the whole article. It'll be a learning curve, but it might be a lot of fun, and I would love to

have some others working on it so we could swap what we are learning. The Wordpress software

ultimately will do much more fancy stuff than any word processor, anything you ever see on a website

in fact, like embedded video and audio, slide shows and automatic links to anything else on the web.

We just have to learn how.

Secondly, I can publish Word files more or less as they are produced, but this depends on

some software that translates Microsoft's particular formatting codes into Wordpress's equivalent

formatting codes, and it doesn't work perfectly. I have used it to load up a lot of Mike Creasy's old

Binnacle articles, go on the website to "Our Blog and Content" and type "Big Guns" into the search

box to see what it does. I may be able to do this better in the future, but no guarantees. Microsoft

Word under Files Save As will produce a PDF file I believe, and this might work better.

I can also publish PDF files, this is how the Binnacle Archives on the site are done, and I am

going to work with Ken Lockley to use the Jpeg files he sends me for the Binnacle that are produced

by his Microsoft Publisher through the File Save As option.

So, one way or another, if you would like to see something you produced saved for the entire

world on our website, WE CAN DO THAT! The more that we add to the site, the better it will be! All

of it will be backed up regularly, so immortality can be yours!
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The Victoria Model Shipbuilding Society is a
nonprofit club, open to all, established in

1978 under the Societies Act of B.C.

No new suppliers or links to add to this page this month. But see Ron's article on sources of
plans above, and the suppliers and links pages on the website, www.vmss.ca.


